Mouse genomic DNA sequences homologous to sea urchin TU elements are genetically stable polydispersed repeats useful for analysis of multiple RFLPs.
Segments of the murine genome that hybridize to the inverted repeat regions of the transposable TU elements of sea urchins include tandem repeats of a sequence (CTCC) that encodes the recognition site for the restriction enzyme Mnl1, as do the analogous polypurine/polypyrimidine (pPu/pPy) stretches in humans. The Mnl1-sensitive repeats, which exist as a microsatellite sequence 200-300 bp in length, lack the terminal dyad symmetry characteristic of the TU elements and are structurally and functionally distinct from these elements. DNA fragments containing these repeat units that are isolated from different generations of isogenic (or congenic) mice or from different tissues of genetically identical individuals are indistinguishable by RFLP analysis; however, they show restriction fragment length polymorphism in different strains. This polymorphism appears to reflect DNA sequence changes occurring at sites flanking the repeats rather than variability in the number of repeats. Their genetic stability and occurrence in a wide variety of animal species make the Mnl1 repeats useful in studying genetic variation that has occurred over an evolutionary time scale of greater duration than can be examined conveniently by VNTR analysis.